We use the spinor helicity formalism to study KLT-like relations for the inflationary graviton fourpoint correlation function. New features are observed in this correlation function compared to the graviton scattering amplitude in flat spaceime. After obtaining the general momentum dependence, collinear, squeezed and collapsed limits are considered to further study the features of the correlation function, and the relation to the corresponding flat space scattering amplitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inflation [1] [2] [3] [4] is a hypothetical high-energy process in the very early universe. It is believed that quantum fluctuations of various fields during inflation exit the horizon, being seeds of complicated structures of galaxies nowadays. The fluctuations involve the interactions between inflatons, which are hypothetical particles produced during inflation responsible for the primodial density perturbations. There are also interactions between inflatons and gravitons, and purely between gravitons, which produced primordial gravitational waves. Interactions between scalars, especially in the soft momenta limit, are well studied. Many interesting properties are discovered and compared to those in flat spacetime [5, 6] .
With the recent detection of the gravitational waves produced by the blackhole merger [7] and neutron star merger [8] , as well as the forthcoming LISA experiments about primordial gravitational waves, the gravitational wave astronomy is attracting more and more attentions. It is hoped that in the future we will also have results about primordial gravitational waves [9, 10] in terms of correlation functions with different types of polarizations, thus it is desiring to study the properties of such correlation functions during inflation. In this paper we focus on the interactions between gravitons only.
The fluctuations in inflation are characterised by correlation functions. The two-point functions, or power spectrum, represent the Gaussian perturbations without interactions. Higher-point functions represent more special features of perturbations, known as non-Gaussianities, when interactions are present [11] . The three-point functions in the slowroll model of single minimally coupled scalar field is first calculated in [12] . The correlation functions are similar to scattering amplitudes considered in particle physics. However, particle physicists usually consider amplitudes in flat spacetime, where many symmetries are present, while we are in spacetime during inflation, or a nearly de Sitter spacetime with time translational symmetry broken. Therefore it is interesting to study how this symmetry breaking affects the mathematical structures of the correlation functions. It would be nice if there exist some non-trivial relationships between inflation and flat spacetime, and the well-studied interesting properties of amplitudes can be generalized to our context.
One of the wonderful properties of graviton scattering amplitudes in flat spacetime can be schematically written as "Gravity = Gauge 2 " [13] . Here "gauge" means Yang-Mills theory, which is the gauge theory of gluons or strong interactions. It means that the amplitudes of graviton scattering are roughly the square of those of gluon scattering, due to a simple idea that a massless spin 2 graviton is double copy of massless spin 1 gluons. There is the BCJ conjecture of duality between colour factors and kinematic factors in gluon amplitudes, so that we can just replace colour factors in gluon amplitudes by copies of kinematic factors to obtain graviton amplitudes [14, 15] . In string theory this fact is precisely described by KLT relations [13] , which relates closed strings and open strings as "Closed = Open 2 ", and we expect they will have projections on flat spacetime quantum field theory. For example, the KLT relation for four-point amplitudes is M (1234) = nA (1234) A (1243) ,
where M and A denote for graviton and gluon amplitudes respectively, and n is some kinematic factor which is not important in this paper. The numbers in the brackets label the external particles, and the orders of numbers represent the arrangement of the particles in clockwise direction.
One would expect similar relations can also be found in inflationary context. While we indeed find the analog of KLT relation in our context, in the result we find some new features which are not present in flat spacetime, and account for many interesting properties of de Sitter correlation functions. Especially, there are terms which do not have the form of Gauge 2 clearly. If we use Feynman diagrams to calculate gluon and graviton amplitudes, extremely complicated expressions with thousands of terms are obtained but they can be grouped into a single term when the amplitude is maximally helicity violating. The result is known as Parke-Taylor formula [16] . This means there are some symmetries hidden in the ordinary expressions. In the literature of scattering amplitudes, this feature is revealed by extra tools such as spinor helicity formalism [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , BCFW recursion relations [23] and so on (see nice reviews [24, 25] ). Here we will also study spinor helicity formalism in details to see its generalization to inflation. In addition, we will use this formalism to reveal the above behaviour, which is highly non-trivial if we consider ordinary expressions from Feynman rules only. This paper is organised as follows. In Section II we review general properties of the gravitons, and the computations of correlation functions of graviton interactions. In Section III we discuss the generalization of spinor helicity formalism to inflationary spacetime, and use it to compute a four-point function. In this procedure we derive a KLT-like relation. In Section IV we describe attempts to interpret such behaviour and point out its significance, by considering various limits of momentum configurations. We conclude and talk about possible extension of this work in Section V.
II. GRAVITON CORRELATORS IN INFLATION
To begin with, we review the calculation of three-point functions of three gravitons in inflation. The calculation has been done [12] and we just recall some key points which are useful to the analysis below. For simplicity, we consider the model of single minimally coupled scalar field. We use the (−, +, +, +) metric convention. Then the action is given by
where φ is the inflaton field which can be decomposed as background and perturbations as φ =φ + δφ. One can expand the action to arbitrary order using ADM formalism [26] 
where H is the Hubble parameter, N and N i are lapse and shift functions. To study graviton fluctuations only, in the traceless and transverse gauge of the gravitons, we can set N = 1 and N i = 0 for the third order action. We quantize the graviton field by the second order action
where h ij is the graviton field from Ricci scalar and we set M P l = (8πG) −1/2 = 1. From now on we only use conformal time. Now we decompose the field to scalars by polarization tensors and quantize the scalars
Here a † and a are the creation and annihilation operators. We use circular polarization and choose the traceless and transverse gauge. Thus, the polarization tensors satisfy
We also normalize the polarization tensors by s ij * s ij = 4δ ss . Now the three-point interaction is determined by the third order action, which is given by [12, 27, 28] 
We can already expect some relations between this action and that of flat spacetime since the integrand is just the one in flat spacetime multiplied by a 2 [29] . Let us also discuss some features of the correlator first. Due to momentum conservation, the correlator must take the form
Here we define the symbol "prime" to be the correlation function with the momentum conservation delta function removed. Since the energy of the particles is no longer conserved, we just have 3-dimensional delta function, which is different from that in flat spacetime. Next, we note that both terms in the interaction have the form of h∂h∂h and we can factorize the scalar fields out, remaining time-independent products between tensors. Therefore if we only consider three-point interactions, each contribution to the correlation functions from each diagram can be written schematically as
where the scalar part is unchanged when we replace the graviton fields by scalar (inflaton) fields and consider a hypothetical model with interaction
This part can also be studied by some scattering amplitude technique using the method developed in [30] .
Here i represents the diagram we are calculating. Be reminded that the tensor part still transforms as a scalar, while it involves contracted products of tensors. We observe that in this model this factorization only works for three-point interactions. Here we mainly focus on the tensor part only. Note that the pole structures of correlation functions are always in the scalar part.
The inflationary correlation functions are calculated by the in-in formalism [31] (see also [11, 32, 33] )
where H I is the interaction Hamiltonian,T and T are anti-time-ordering and time-ordering operators respectively. Applying the in-in formalism to the graviton interactions, we finally get
The second line is the tensor part. Below we will see that these six terms can be grouped into a simple expression when the helicities of the three gravitons are known.
One can calculate the four-point functions from graviton exchange similarly. We would see the scalar part keeps the same for different scenarios [28, 34] . An interesting point is that when we consider contributions from different in-in contours and permutations separately, there are IR divergences. However, they all cancel when we sum up the contributions.
For the tensor part, we just multiply the tensor parts of two three-point vertices together, and sum up the helicity of internal graviton propagator. We will treat this after introducing the spinor helicity formalism.
III. SPINOR HELICITY FORMALISM FOR INFLATION
Here we discuss the spinor helicity formalism for inflation. The spinor helicity formalism for inflation is introduced in [27] to simplify the above three-point functions. A review on that in flat spacetime and the details of notations used here can be found in Appendix A.
During inflation, we have nearly de Sitter background. For simplicity, below we consider pure de Sitter background
Due to the expansion of the universe, the time translational symmetry, which is present in flat spacetime, is broken and energy is not conserved in general. However, we still have the 3-momentum conservation. Therefore in inflation we usually work in 3-dimensional formalism i.e. considering only spatial components of vectors and tensors. In this way we lose the information about energy. In contrast, in flat spacetime, especially in the spinor helicity formalism, we work in 4-dimensional formalism. It means that some changes are needed to generalize the formalism to 3 dimensions. Some formulas are also modified due to energy non-conservation. As a result, some nice features in the spinor helicity formalism can no longer be used.
A. Modifications of the Formalism
Although most results here were already obtained in [27] , here we work out more details of the formalism and emphasize some points that were not mentioned. To begin with, the most simple generalization is done by replacing 3-dimensional indices to 4-dimensional indices. For example
and the momentum vectors should be lightlike. We then define
Next, to force 4-dimensional results to be the same as 3-dimensional results, we make sure the terms become zero when there are indices being zero. Since we are considering products purely between polarization tensors, and among polarization tensors and momenta, we require
To implement this, first we notice that under the gauge in Section II, a polarization tensor can be written as direct product of two vectors. We can set µν
where q = p is the reference spinor. One can check that Equation (18) satisfies the remaining gauge and normalization conditions. Here we can already see that gravitons are double copy of gluons. The zeroth components of the tensors are not zero in general. To ensure they are always zero, we must choose q to be
This is not a convenient gauge to choose in flat spacetime, as it breaks the Lorentz symmetry. Nevertheless, this choice allows us to rewrite the graviton correlations into the spinor helicity formalism. Now we cannot choose q freely to simplify our calculations. Therefore, many simplifications in flat spacetime no longer work. Below we will also see that we have very different conclusions on correlators from those in flat spacetime. We also introduce crossing between angle brackets and square brackets, which makes our calculations even more complicated. To be precise, we formally define the crossing as
One can then derive the following formulas:
Since we only have 3-momentum conservation now, the trick of momentum conservation (see Appendix A) must be modified and there are also variations of the trick due to the crossing products. For example, we consider 3 momenta
1 Note that the crossing products defined here are different from those in [25] , which vanish by definition.
However, in flat spacetime, for instance, 12 [23] = 0. Therefore energy non-conservation makes our results more complicated. Note that Equation (23) vanishes if the 3 momenta are on-shell and energy is conserved i.e. k 1 +k 2 +k 3 = 0. Surely energy of a particle cannot be negative, but since we are setting all external particles to be incoming, we can analytically continue k to −k for outgoing particles.
The situation becomes even worse when there are more than 3 momenta. For example, for the case of 4 momenta we have
As a result, when we consider correlation functions higher than three-point, it is hard to eliminate the crossing products. It leads to some new terms of the correlation functions which only appears in de Sitter spacetime.
B. Computation of Correlation Functions Using Spinor Helicity Formalism
Here we compute the four-point functions using the formalism described above. For the computation of three-point functions, which was briefly done in [27] , see Appendix B. One main message is that when we flip one + helicity to −, we just transform the original result by → ] and k → −k and vice versa for corresponding graviton. Since we only consider three-point vertices, this is true in general.
Once we have simplified the three-point vertex, we can apply the results to calculate higher-point functions. Keep in mind that we only consider diagrams formed by three-point vertices only. We are not talking higher-point vertices because they cannot be easily transformed between 4 dimensions and 3 dimensions, that is, time derivatives are involved in the Feynman rules [28, 29] .
From now on when mentioning a correlation function, we refer to the tensor part of it (see Equation (10)), labeled as helicity channel , unless otherwise specified. From the in-in formalism, the tensor part of a higher-point function is just product of tensor parts of three-point functions. Since the momentum 4-vectors are just defined artificially, they can always be lightlike. Therefore unlike the conventional case, where one needs to shift momenta to be complex to apply the BCFW recursion [23] , the three-point functions in the product are just associated with momenta of the particles. For simplicity, here we only consider four-point functions.
Consider the correlator 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + , where external legs of gravitons 1 to 4 are arranged clockwisely in the diagram. Let the internal graviton have momentum k i I . Note that the internal graviton can have + or − polarizations. Here we only calculate the contribution from s channel, see Figure 1 . The contribution from other channels can be obtained by simply permuting external gravitons. In addition, the results for other combinations of helicities can be obtained by transformations for flipping helicities.
The helicity index s can be + or −. We choose the internal momentum incoming to the 12 vertex and outgoing from the 34 vertex. We call this choosing the direction of k I . One can choose the other direction and the result should be independent of the direction we choose. That means the result should be even in k I . To decompose the diagram to two three-point functions, we analytically continue the outgoing graviton in 34 vertex to be incoming with opposite momentum 4-vector and helicity [25, 35] . Therefore
Here we sum over helicity s. Using k I = −k 1 − k 2 = k 3 + k 4 and applying Schouten's identity and momentum conservation repeatedly, we get
We can see that the transformation for flipping helicities also works well for internal gravitons. The expressions seem to be much more complicated. The purpose of this step is to express the four-point functions in terms of external momenta and k I only. Nevertheless there are angle-square bracket products remained, while we suppose there are only angle bracket products when all 4 external gravitons have + helicity. In general, we would expect gravitons with + helicity to associate with angle brackets, and gravitons with − helicity to associate with square brackets. If there are terms which do not follow this pattern, we call such terms anomalous terms. Note that we just randomly choose the anomalous term [21 to appear, and one can derive similar expressions for all other possibilities. Now we expand the square and use
and Equation (22) to eliminate squares of angle-square bracket products, we finally arrive 
where
The expression is surely much longer than before, but the different hidden roles of the products of tensors are now very clear. See discussions in next section. Note that although A (+ + ++) = 0 for gluon scattering, if we insert a higher-dimensional interaction, such as (1)) is still true if we also insert the corresponding interaction L I ∼ R 3 into Einstein gravity [36] . Therefore the first line in Equation (31) is analog to the KLT relation, while second and third lines are some extra terms representing new features of amplitudes that are not present in flat spacetime. For convenience, we call the first, second and third lines to be cross terms, square terms and anomalous terms respectively. Equation (31) also does not look symmetric. It is because we have chosen [21 to be the anomalous term. In principle, we can have a more symmetric form, but it turns out that the biased form is more convenient for further calculations. We have the freedom to choose the anomalous term to facilitate the calculations.
Before analysing the results, let us make a remark. The angle-square bracket products can be, in fact, expressed in terms of ordinary spinor products. Using Equation (30) again, we have, for example
and one can use other conditions to determine the sign above. However, it remains hard to interpret the square root and the expression becomes even longer. Therefore we prefer to keep the angle-square bracket products.
IV. BEHAVIOUR OF THE FOUR-POINT FUNCTIONS
We still need interpretations for the extra terms. To make better sense of them, we study their behaviour in several limits, namely the collinear limit, squeezed limit and collapsed limit, see Figure 2 . In previous literature, many interesting properties of (mostly scalar) correlation functions are found in such limits [5, 6, 12, 28, 34, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . We expect similar properties can be found similarly. From this, we can identify the correspondence between such properties and types of terms. As mentioned above, we need to choose the anomalous term which mostly facilitate our calculations. Here we try our best to fix the choice [21 and only work out cases of some independent combinations of helicities. The results can be easily generalized to all combinations with other choices of anomalous terms.
A. Collinear Limit
Here we set the external momentum vectors to allign on the same straight line. Then the 3-momentum conservation
Here we maintain the choice of direction of k I as above, and one can replace k I with −k I . The limits look like energy conservation, but keep in mind that k is just magnitudes of momentum and is not related to energy in general. Therefore, we are not recovering the full result in flat spacetime.
• All + From Equation (27) , we can already see the correlation function vanish. One interesting point is that if we only take the limit k 1 + k 2 + k 3 + k 4 → 0, the correlation function is still not zero, but the anomalous term disappears.
• Three + and One − Under such limit we have 12 [12] − s = 0. Since such correlation functions become their complex conjugate when all external helicities are flipped [28] , the conclusions are true for all cases.
Here we get similar behaviour as that in flat spacetime. It is because for amplitudes, if the internal graviton also goes on-shell, the conditions of energy conservation at each vertex and the limits here become equivalent to each other. Then it is expected that we recover some special cases in flat spacetime, that is, vanishing amplitudes remaining vanishing.
• Two + and Two − If we flip one external graviton from + to − at each vertex, it is easy to see that only the square terms are dominant with the same reason as above. For example,
The result here seems to contradict to what we have in flat spacetime, but it is just because we have not considered the contributions from other channels. For example, if we flip helicities of two external gravitons at one vertex i.e.
s , all three types of terms are important. However, to consider the full contribution we also need to consider the scalar parts. We will leave this for a future work.
From above, we can see how the signs in the prefactors of spinor products control the helicity structures. Such behaviour is not fully clear in flat spacetime.
B. Squeezed Limit
Here we let one external graviton to be soft. For example, we consider the limit k 1 → 0. The condition of momentum conservation becomes k 2 + k I = 0 and thus k 2 = −k I . The sign here depends on how we define the direction of k I , but the results are the same for all cases.
It is clear that for all combinations of helicities, the only dominant term is the anomalous term if we keep the choice [21 . For instance, 
Here the anomalous term and other types of terms can be converted into each other. Therefore the non-trivial relation between anomalous terms and other terms can be recovered in this limit. As a check, when we also take k 2 → 0, which implies k I → 0, we really recover the grouping of terms in collapsed limit.
Since |1 has order √ k 1 , both the numerator and the denominator have order k 2 1 and the expression is indeed finite. Note that in this limit the relation k 1 + k 2 + k I → 0 still holds, so either 12 or [12] vanishes. Therefore for s channel, at most two of the configurations 1
− can lead to non-zero contributions. Interestingly, under this limit we can find a relation between the four-point functions and the three-point functions, including scalar parts. Under this limit, there are simple consistency relations for scalar correlators [5, 37, 40, 41] , but these relations do not apply here since we are considering one specific channel, instead of full contributions. Nevertheless, using the expression in [34] we can still construct Figure 3 . Factorization of correlation function in collapsed limit into two correlation functions in squeezed limit up to a numerical factor which is not important. Here φ...φ denote the scalar parts of corresponding correlation functions. Note that here it is natural to choose the direction of k I to be incoming to 34I vertex i.e. k 2 = k I in order to construct the three-point function. Now add back the tensor parts and we get
where K is a kinematic factor. Here it is interesting to observe the cancellation of kinematic factors in the derivative term. Note that
, so this relation has the same form as the consistency relation between threepoint and two-point functions [12, 37, 41] , but with an extra term proportional to the three-point function due to the presence of tensor parts in the three-point function.
C. Collapsed Limit
We take the collapsed limit k I → 0 and consider leading order terms in Equation (31) . This also implies that |k 1 | ≈ |k 2 | and |k 3 | ≈ |k 4 | since the limit forces k 1 + k 2 = k 3 + k 4 ≈ 0. However, since the magnitudes are just approximately equal, we keep them to be distinct. In this way we actually keep some higher order terms implicitly.
It is clear that for all combinations of helicities the anomalous terms become negligible while other terms remain important. However, the remaining terms can be grouped into a simple expression by Schouten's identity. For example,
We then have a nice factorization. This can be understood as when the helicity of internal graviton changes, we have k I → −k I but the expression is insensitive to this in the collapsed limit. Therefore we can recover the multiplication of two three-point vertices. It also shows that there exist relations between different types of terms, while such relations are non-trivial in flat spacetime.
It is worth mentioning that although we do not know the explicit forms of higher-point functions, with the same logic we can factorize a correlation function into product of two lower-point correlation functions when one of internal graviton becomes soft [5, 39] , see Figure 3 . The soft internal gravitons in the two lower point correlation functions have opposite 3-momenta and same helicity, which is equivalent to the analytic continuation as we do for four-point functions when we only consider one internal graviton. It is because in such case both are equivalent to transforming |k] → |k and vice versa [27] . However, the result is the same no matter what helicity and direction of momentum of the soft internal graviton we choose in one of the correlation functions. Conventionally, after the factorization, we can apply consistency relations in squeezed limit as mentioned in last section to further simplify the correlation functions. An example is given in Appendix C.
As a check, we let all momenta lie on the same plane and take |k 1 | = |k 2 | and |k 3 | = |k 4 |. Then both numerator and denominator seem to vanish. However, before taking so, we can first approximate k I ≈ ± (|k 1 | − |k 2 |) ≈ ± (|k 3 | − |k 4 |) and |2 → − |1] , |4 → − |3] [27] . The signs depend on how we define the direction of k I , but the result is independent of the signs. Finally Equation (41) becomes simply
Note that it is non-zero only when the external helicities are the same at each vertex. In other words, only
s do not vanish. Therefore our calculation is consistent with the cases with external scalars [34] and linear polarization [28] . In general, if not all momenta lie on the same plane, there is also an angular dependence from the configurations of momenta, see Appendix C, but here it is conveniently encoded into the spinor products.
The first order contribution in k I vanishes as mentioned before. When we go to second order, the expression has become complicated and contained anomalous terms.
To summarize, different types of terms have their peculiar roles and properties in the whole correlation functions, while there exist non-trivial relations between different types of terms which can be recovered in certain limits. Such division of roles interestingly controls the helicity structure and represents the distinction between de Sitter spacetime and flat spacetime. Various properties of the correlation functions also become transparent under our formalism.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we generalize the inflationary spinor helicity formalism in [27] to four-point functions. Through this we derive a KLT-like relation, which contains some extra terms, including terms that do not look like square of amplitudes, when compared to what KLT relations in flat spacetime predict. These terms are new features in de Sitter spacetime or inflation, which cause many interesting properties of the correlation functions. From this we see the division of roles hidden in large amounts of products in the tensor parts. Interesting topics along this direction include
• It remains interesting to seek for more interpretations and physical meaning of those extra terms. There may be non-trivial relations between different types of terms. In addition, it is important to find further ways to simplify the anomalous terms, since so far we do not have a rigorous proof to show that whether the anomalous terms are really "anomalous", or just a non-trivial form of square of amplitudes. We have such possibility since our calculations can be facilitated with certain choices of anomalous terms, showing that there are still some other relations hidden between anomalous terms and other terms.
• It may be useful to consider the diagrams of other channels or permutations of external gravitons. As the case in flat spacetime, the correlators may be further simplified when we add up different contributions. However, to do so we also need the information of the scalar parts since they are different for different channels in general [34] . Here we only focus on the tensor parts, but it would be nice to see if such simplifications happen and new properties may be discovered in this way.
• It is natural to investigate higher-than-four-point correlations. It is expected to get the KLT relations for higherpoint amplitudes as parts of the relations. However, the interpretations of those extra terms may change. In addition, it would be interesting if new types of extra terms, especially anomalous terms appear in higher-point functions.
• Here we only work with the simplest minimally coupled inflation model with Einstein gravity. There is a large variety of inflation models and modified gravity. One may investigate the applications of the formalism here to other models. This generalization is highly non-trivial since the factorization into scalar parts and tensor parts can only applied to some specific models.
• So far we only focus on spinor helicity formalism, which may not be a good method because the symmetries required by the formalism are not all present in inflation. However, there are other symmetries in de Sitter spacetime while they are not present in flat spacetime, such as the conformal symmetries. One may use the conformal invariance of correlators to enforce the forms of them, bypassing direct computations. For example, this can help us tackle the tedious algebra of special functions when we consider massive fields [42] . This kind of work has been done for three-point functions from both interactions purely between gravitons and between scalar and gravity [27, 43] . It is interesting to know if it works also for higher-point functions. In fact, similar work has been done in, for example, [44] in the context of AdS/CFT correspondence [12, 45] .
We hope to address some of the above issues in our further studies.
Here γ µ are the conventional gamma matrices and we use the shorthand notation of |p n = |n . The products with gamma matrices are defined as 
For n = 3, using the trick we can also derive the 3-particle special kinematics:
Note that Equations (A15) and (A16) are no longer true in inflation.
Vectors
Now we can decompose vectors into bispinors. First observe that for a vector p µ ,σ µ p µ also transform as a vector. To decompose it, one can check thatσ
For gluon amplitudes, we usually consider products among polarization vectors and momenta only. We use circular polarization of gluons and impose the gauge conditions * sµ µ s = −δ ss and p µ µ = 0. Then a more intuitive form of polarization vectors can be used:
where q = p is called the reference spinor. Due to redundancy in Yang-Mills theory, the q is arbitrary except q = p but the amplitudes are always independent of q. One can easily check that Equation (A18) satisfies all gauge conditions above for all q = p. Here comes the greatest power of spinor helicity formalism. We can always choose the q that makes our calculations convenient. When we make the smart choice, dramatic simplifications will happen and they reveal the symmetry among the huge amounts of terms in amplitudes.
MHV Amplitudes
With the above tools, we can rewrite various amplitudes with definite helicities into spinor product form. Below we denote the colour-stripped amplitudes to be A (helicities). Keep in mind that we only focus on the part with products among polarization vectors and momenta.
Let us consider the case when all n gluons have + polarizations. There are only three-point vertices and four-point vertices in Yang-Mills theory. From their Feynman rules [35] , we see that there are at most n − 2 momenta since each vertex is associated with at most one momentum vector, while there are n polarization vectors. Then there must be two polarization vectors contracting with each other. Now by setting reference spinors of all polarization vectors being the same, it is clear that products between two polarization vectors become zero. Therefore, A (+ + ... + +) = 0 .
This beautiful result seems to be simple in spinor helicity formalism, but it is highly non-trivial if we only consider the terms from Feynman rules. With similar arguments, one can also prove that 
for more than three gluons. Therefore the first non-zero amplitudes with most gluons having same helicities are the amplitudes with 2 gluons having opposite helicities to other gluons, which is called maximally helicity violating (MHV) amplitudes. Using spinor helicity formalism and other modern tools such as BCFW recursion relations, one can easily find an amazingly simple form of the amplitudes known as Parke-Taylor formula [25, 35] A 
where the external legs of 1 to n are arranged clockwisely in the Feynman diagrams. Its compactness is extremely attractive since for very high-point amplitudes, it reduces the enormous amounts of terms that even computers cannot handle [47] into an easily computable expression. Therefore we have strong hope of finding similar relations in inflation. However, this kind of work turns out to be difficult due to symmetry breaking, and indeed the conclusions in this subsection are not true in inflation.
and the polarization tensors for other momenta can be easily obtained by applying correpsonding rotation matrices to above. Now we take the collasped limit k I → 0. Applying the method in [5, 39] 
Using the consistency relation for three-point functions in squeezed limit [12, 37, 41] : 
where we have used the fact that in collasped limit, θ 1 , θ 2 , φ 1 , φ 2 → π 2 [34] . Recall that a two-point function does not have tensor parts. It vanishes when the two helicities are opposite and independent of whether the two helicities are ++ or −−. Therefore it reduces to the result in Section IV as expected, but there is a difference in the numerical factor since some products between polarization tensors become numerical constants by the normalization condition.
